PILOT FAZIL BEY – AN AVIATION HERO
Aviation is full of heroes, airmen who are credited with 5, 100 or even 200 air victories, pilots
who have killed themselves in the final act of destroying an enemy.
Others, spend years committed to their duties, forwarding aviation and protecting their nations
as well as possible.
The Turkish aviator Fazil is one of those last mentioned spending his young life in constant war
for 10 years only to be killed in a training accident after the war was over.
In January 1919 leading Turkish personalities and former government officials were arrested
by the British and deported to Malta. The Allies handed over a reorganization scheme for the
Turkish armed forces which comprised a force of 50,000 Gendarmes led by Allied officers; no
aircraft, armored cars or naval vessels were allowed. The final coup de grace was given
Turkish nationality when Greek forces were allowed to invade and landed by British warships
in the province of Izmir (Smyrna) on the 15th of May 1919. This event finally sparked
resistance amongst large sections of the Turkish population. Soon measures were taken -in
the fall of 1919- to establish a Turkish national state and to fight all foreign troops in Anatolia.
The founder of the modern Turkish state Mustafa Kemal Pasa was instrumental in this effort
and he emerged as leader of the new state.
Also in January 1919, Yeşilköy Station was seized by the British and all aircraft there taken
into custody and the personnel interned. Shortly after, the British started to occupy stations on
the Baghdad railway and other strategic locations. Any Turkish military equipment including
aircraft found was destroyed.
The first mention of Captain Fazil is in late 1919 when a new Ottoman foundation is created (to
circumvent the Allied prohibition on military flying) the “Turkish Air Transport Foundation”
under the Postal Ministry. Captain Fazil was present accompanied by 1.Lt. Şakir Hasim and
the civil pilots Fehmi, Mazlum and Vecihi. The idea was, like in Germany, to use some of the
aircraft stored at Maltepe for postal flights. This venture was overtaken by events, however.
In October 1919 British and Greek units took over the Yeşilköy field completely. Of 61 former
Ottoman Army Air Service aircraft present, 45 suitable aircraft were transferred later the same
month to a new Maltepe Air Station on the Asian side of Bosporus. The interned aviation
personnel were moved there as well and were to maintain the valuable equipment and do
some training.
A NEW ARMY AVIATION ORGANIZATION
Among the interned personnel there was a wish to join Mustafa Kemal’s independence forces
and on March 16, 1920 two managed to escape. After this a larger scheme was planned
under the leadership of Fazil who was second in command of the station, together with other
pilot officers, civil pilots and a mechanic. Several aircraft clandestinely were made flyable and
fuelled. In the night of 6/7 June the four aircraft were started up, but one burned when fuel
caught fire and two crashed in the take off. Only one, flown by Lt.Hasim managed to get
airborne only to run out of fuel and crash land near Iznik. All the involved personnel, however,
managed to escape and make their way to Konya. The other aircraft at Maltepe were seized
by British troops on 17th of July 1920. Their eventual fate is unknown.
Meanwhile at Konya a provisional Air Station had been formed and with only a handful of
aircraft flyable the “Kartal Müfrezesi” (Eagle Detachment) was formed with Captain Fazil as its
Commander and civil pilot Vecihi as the next most experienced pilot. Shortly after the unit was
transferred to the front at Uşak with one flyable Albatros D.III fighter, a fortnight later an AEG
C.IV was added. The unit had a personnel of Fazil plus 4 other pilots. Skirmishes and soon a
battle was underway near Uşak and Vecihi was in the air for the first time on August 15. During

the next 5 days 13 more flight were made by both Fazil and Vecihi during which Vecihi had an
inconclusive fight with a Greek aircraft. On August 20 Vecihi attacked an enemy HQ near
Demirci with 2 x 10kg bombs and machinegun fire and this was repeated the next day by both
Fazil and Vecihi. Nevertheless Uşak had to be abandoned on the 29th and the AEG C.IV set on
fire so not to fall into the hands of the advancing Greeks. The Kartal Müfrezesi withdrew to
Afyon.

The Albatros D.III fighter in which Fazil flew most of his flights in 1920-21

Meanwhile on June 13, 1920 a new Army Aviation organization had been formed, the "Kuvaiye
Havaiye Sübesi" (The Air Force branch) at Eskişehir. After the withdrawal of the Kartal
Müfrezesi two fighting units were formed: 1nci Tayyare Bölügü (1st aircraft company) at
Eskişehir with one Albatros D.III, one Albatros D.V, one Pfalz D.III, one DFW C.V and a
Rumpler C.IV, and the Kartal Müfrezesi was renamed 2nci Tayyare Bölügü at Afyon with two
Albatros D.III and one Pfalz D.III under command of Capt. Fazil with two other pilots in its
complement. The 2nci Tayyare Bölügü was put under the command of the 23rd Division at
Uşak. Shortly after the 2nci Tayyare Bölügü was moved to Eskişehir with its 3 fighter aircraft
and from here operations starts again on September 4th. At this time a Greek Avro 504
emergency lands near Çine and the crew is captured. Fazil rushes to the scene, repairs the
aircraft and flies it to Afyon. Unfortunately the aircraft is from then on not flyable and of no use.

the AEG C.IV and Albatros D.III of the Kartal Müfrezesi

At the beginning of the year the Greek army moves forward over two fronts, to the south near
Afyon and to the north from Bursa towards Eskişehir. Pilot Vecihi is moved to the 1nci Tayyare
Bölügü at Eskişehir whereas 2nci Tayyare Bölügü is moved to Afyon Karahisar with only the
Albatros fighter serviceable. From January 6 the Greek army attacks to the north and the 1st
Battle of Inönü develops. Here Vecihi is almost single handed responsible for the invaluable
reconnaissance which makes it possible to stop and repel the Greeks. On the southern front
Fazil and Lt.Halil makes 5 flights in the Albatros.

In mid March the Greek army again tries to move forward on the Eskişehir and Afyon front and
on the 23rd the 2nd Battle of Inönü is fought. Once more air reconnaissance performed by the
small Turkish air units save the day and the Greeks are forced to retreat. During the battle
Vecihi engages a Greek fighter in an air battle, but must disengage due to engine failure. Later
Lt. Fehmi is killed in the same aircraft when he engages Greek aircraft trying to bomb the
airfield. Later when Greek aircraft bombs Eskişehir Vecihi’s sister is among the civil victims
killed. The 1nci Tayyare Bölügü could muster 6 pilots and 4 observers and at the end of the
battle only an AEG C.IV and a DFW C.V are serviceable. To the south Fazil and Halil makes 2
flights a day between March 23 and April 1st in the venerable Albatros. In order to appreciate
the effort one must keep in mind that the old aircraft was rigged with canvass doped with eggwhite, used plant oil for the engine and petrol was, when it was available at all, of dubious
quality. The 10kg bombs used were home manufactured at Konya. During April and May Fazil
and Halil keep a close look on the southern front and on the 29th of June the Battle of Kütahya
is fought. On the 4th of July Fazil fights an air battle with seven Greek aircraft only to
experience jammed guns, later the same day Lt. Hayrettin prevents four aircraft from bombing
the airfield.
At this time on the 30th of July 1921, with the Greeks concentrating their advance to the north
and moving forwards along the Sakarya river towards Ankara, the capital of the young Turkish
Republic, the two Turkish aircraft units move east to Polatli west of Ankara. On August 12th
1nci Tayyare Bölügü - leaving behind its two reconnaissance machines, some of its personnel
and equipment with the 2nci Tayyare Bölügü - moved to Ankara along with the HQ Directorate
of the Air Force. 2nci Tayyare Bölügü still under command of Capt. Fazil and with all available
aircraft was then ordered to Maliköy airfield, 45 km west of Ankara.
Close to here the crucial battle of "Sakarya" took place between August 23 and September 17.
This battle was of outmost importance to the Turkish Army, if it was lost then the country was
lost. The Greek army was far superior in most fields and their aircraft bombed bridges and
Turkish positions. To the Turkish Army, as usual, reconnaissance was of paramount
importance if the superior enemy was to be repelled. Of the old equipment only the old
Albatros D.III remained, as one aircraft was lost on August 15 with both crews being killed.

The Breguet 14 named “Sakarya” and the DH.9 named “Ismet” the only Turkish aircraft available during the
crucial Sakarya Battle.

Fortunately two former Greek aircraft, a D.H.9 and a Breguet 14A-2, were captured and on the
eve of the battle pressed into service. These aircraft flown by mainly Fazil and Vecihi flew 40
missions in 18 days under very poor weather conditions, but each time providing valuable and
detailed reconnaissance reports. The Greek army was thoroughly defeated and had to retreat
far west leaving a myriad of sorely needed equipment to the victorious Turks. Worse still for
the Greeks was the political effect, now the Allies had doubts about the Greek cause and
started to support the Turkish Republic with military equipment. Soon both Italy and France
abandoned their areas in Turkey. Before that in late 1920 the Soviet Union had already started
to support Turkey with among other things ammunition and petrol. On the 20th of October 1921

France handed over a full squadron of ten Breguet 14A-2s to the Turkish Army at Adana. The
Turkish pilots receiving the aircraft were lead by Capt. Fazil.
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The handover of 10 Breguet 14A-2s from the French army in Syria at Adana on 20 October 1921

During the build up of forces in 1922 the aviation forces were reorganized on July 5, 1922 into
a new "Kuvaiye Havaiye Müffettisligi” (Air Force Inspectorate) at Konya. Furthermore in July
1921 the Navy Flying Service had been re-established with five Gotha WD.13s smuggled out
of their storing place in Istanbul and transported to Amasra on the Black Sea coast. Their
presence now made it possible for a resurrected Turkish Navy to break a Greek sea blockade
in the Black Sea and soon shiploads of equipment both from the Soviet Union, but also
Germany flowed in to the Turkish forces.
The 10 Breguet 14B-2s were now supplemented by 20 SPAD XIIIs. The 20 SPAD XIII were in
early 1922 bought in Italy with money collected by Turks in Germany and the sale arranged by
the well known Italian fighter ace Baracchini. After a dramatic sea transport, avoiding Greek
patrols, they arrived at Mersin harbor in August 1922. As the aircraft were delivered without
armament they were transported to the Depot at Konya for the installation of machineguns.
This proved troublesome as the interrupter gear was not calibrated for the German guns
available and only shortly before the Turkish offensive, four were hurriedly issued to the
Western Front Aircraft Company. On May 7th during the training for the Turkish offensive Fazil
had to land a Breguet 14 with a faulty engine and he was wounded, nothing however, could
keep him away from his duties and on May 10 he was back at the unit. During June and July
1922 the Turkish aircraft stepped up their flights in order to keep Greek aircraft away from
spotting the build up of forces in the area east of Afyon. On June 27 a Breguet 14A-2 was lost
when its engine failed and it landed in enemy territory, its crew taken prisoner. A month later
on July 25 another Br.14A-2 during reconnaissance near Afyon was shot down by a Greek
fighter, its crew killed. Later the Greek forces sent a telegram to the Turkish unit recording the
event.

Two of the four SPAD XIIIs arriving at the front on August 25th

When the re-equipped Turkish Army concentrated for its decisive battle (the "Baskumandanlik"
battle) near Afyon on August 26, 1922 the Air Force had the following units available: the
Aircraft Workshops at Konya with seventeen SPAD XIIIs (being outfitted with machineguns),
four Breguet 14B-2s with faulty engines and one FIAT R.2 being rebuild after a crash; the
Flying School at Adana with one Aviatik SAML B.1 and one Albatros D.III (Fazil’s old trusted
aircraft). The Turkish offensive air forces were amalgated into the "Frontal Aircraft Company"
at Çay with three SPAD XIIIs, six Breguet 14B-2s and a D.H.9 under the command of Capt.
Fazil and with a handful of pilots and observers. In addition the Seaplane Company at Amasra
was active with three Gotha WD.13s. On August 23 a Turkish air offensive was started and
already the next day there were air battles between the air forces. Finally on the 25th the first
four SPAD XIIIs with installed machineguns were delivered. Fazil took to the air with a newly
delivered SPAD on the 26th and during a sweep to prevent Greek aircraft from coming over
Turkish territory he shot down a Breguet 14A-2. (when Turkish forces later occupied the area
on September 11th the aircraft was found, repaired and taken into the Turkish inventory under
the name “Garipçe” – the name of the location where it was found!).

SPAD XIII fighter flown by Capt. Fazil

The Greek Br.14A-2 shot down by Fazil on August 26 1922.

On August 29th the Turkish aircraft dropped 20 x 10kg bombs on Greek positions. The Turkish
main attack started on August 30 and despite bad weather Turkish aircraft bombed and
machine-gunned Greek positions between 0715 and 0830 seven times. During the next period,
until Izmir was captured, 16 fighter missions and 12 reconnaissance flights were performed by
Capt. Fazil. On August 31st alone he and his observer Osman Nuri made 5 flights. On
September 3rd he had another air battle with a Greek plane which tried to reconnoiter the area
around Alaşehir. In the middle of this the aircraft unit managed, with ten captured trucks, to
keep up with the fast advancing army.

A tired looking Capt. Fazil as the C/O of the “Garb Tayyare Bölügü” in front of a new Breguet 14

Providing petrol and bombs for the aircraft was a large problem. On September 9th the city of
Izmir was entered by Turkish troops but the fights continued and the area around Izmir was
bombed on September 15th. On the 18th several Greek ships were attacked in the bay. When
capturing the Greek airfield at Afyon 4 Br.14A-2s, 4 Nieuport fighters and two SPAD XIIIs were
captured. At Uşak two airworthy Breguet 14A-2 and large depots of ammunition, 18240
bombs and 40 tonnes of petrol were found. At the Paradiso Airfield, which was renamed
Gaziemir, no less than 12 operational aircraft were captured (3 DH.9, 5 Br.14A-2, 1 Avro 504
and 3 Nieuport fighters) not to mention 30 train wagons loaded with everything an air force
needed, immediately everything was taken into the inventory. The Turkish forces lost four
aircraft during the advance all emergency landings due to faulty engines, no aircrew were lost.

The equipment of the Lt.Col. Fazil commanded Izmir Tayyare Grubu at Gaziemir Airfield in late 1922

The Paradiso airfield was taken over by Turkish forces on September 15th and on the 23rd this
was celebrated with a parade of the captured equipment and an air show where aircraft
performed aerobatics. With the capture of this main Greek airfield, a "Tayyare Grubu
Kumandanliği" (Aircraft Group Command) was established there under Fazil promoted to Lt.
Colonel at the age of 33. Three aircraft companies were formed with all available aircraft,
including the twenty-one aircraft captured from the Greeks.
With these forces available the confident Turkish Army entered the Dardanelles Canal Zone in
late September only to regain Istanbul on October 6th. British intelligence then estimated the
Turks to have 60 active fighting aircraft whereas the actual number was in fact 19.
With the signing of the armistice at Mudanya on October 11th the Turkish air operations
ended.

